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Europe

consumer confidence has led to higher
consumption, in turn boosting demand for
chemicals used in consumer products by
nearly 4% in 2006.
So how does all this shape the outlook
for 2007? Hadhri and his fellow CEFIC
economists agree the European business
climate deteriorated slightly during the last
quarter of 2006. That cooling has tempered
their forecast: Current chemical confidence is still good, but optimism is gradually falling, they say.

Industry is set for modest slowdown
after good year in 2006
Patricia L. Short, C&EN London

Last year was a good one for the
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economy may be facing “a rebalancing of

European chemical industry, according to
economists at the European Chemical Industry Council (CEFIC). The 2.5% growth
in chemical production was above the
average for the past five years, and it was
strong enough that even the prospect of a
modest slowdown in 2007 leaves CEFIC
members reasonably pleased. In fact, the
economists say, chemical industry production will remain robust this year, with
growth of 2.2% over 2006. And that is not
including the European industry’s star
sector, pharmaceuticals.
If pharma is factored into the industry’s
growth, performance looks better. In 2006,
CEFIC says, production, including drugs,
grew by 3.6% over 2005 levels. And in 2007,
CEFIC economists predict, the level will be
up 3.0%—a slight cooling, but still a pleasing prospect for the industry.
Moreover, according to CEFIC Chief
Economist Moncef Hadhri, chemical sales
are doing even better than production, reflecting a rise in chemical selling prices.
Chemical business has improved strong-
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growth across OECD regions.” The slowdown in the U.S. and Japan, he says, should
remain well-contained. Meanwhile, growth
should remain buoyant in China, India,
Russia, and other emerging economies.
And in the EU countries that have adopted the euro as the single currency, Cotis
adds, recent hard data, as well as business
and consumer confidence, even suggest
that a solid upswing may be under way.

region of the global economy, the Credit
Suisse analysts point out, and it is benefiting from solid economic expansion. That,
in turn, should help maintain European
consumer demand in what Credit Suisse
analysts see as a world economy that will
begin reaccelerating this summer.
The strengthening worldwide

Werner Wenning, who is also chairman of
Bayer, at VCI’s annual end-of-year press
conference in Frankfurt in early December.
As VCI economists point out, the chemical industry is regarded as an early indicator of general economic trends because
it produces many intermediate goods
and supplies its products to many downstream industries. The chemical industry’s
upswing began in 2003, VCI says, driven
primarily by the rapid economic boom in
China, culminating in an “excellent” year
in 2006.
VCI calculates that production increased by 3.5% in 2006 and that sales rose
by 6.0% to more than $200 billion. These
results would mean that production has
risen more strongly than the association
was expecting as recently as last summer,
its economists say.
The German group and Bayer are working on the general assumption that the
dollar will continue to be weak, at a level
of $1.30 to the euro, the currency in most
of the EU. The costs of raw materials and
energy will continue to increase, Wenning
said. Moreover, “we assume that overall
world economic growth will slow down,
but even then there will still be good developments. All in all, we are satisfied with
the economic developments” in 2006, he
concluded.
Similarly, “the Dutch chemical industry
can look back on an extremely good year,”
in which sales were “well above the EU
average,” said Rein Willems, chairman of
the Association of the Dutch Chemical Industry (VNCI).
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areas are in their developmental
infancy, though, compared with
What’s more, the strong demand following
longer established chemical industry
such an upswing is expected to be profitsectors. It is in these sectors, even those
able demand, predicts an industry report
thought “mature” by many observers,
published in December by Standard &
where growth continues to be strong.
Poor’s Ratings Services.
That is particularly true in Germany,
European chemical companies are
which in 2005 and 2006 finally shook off
expected to continue to generate healthy
the languor that had affected the entire EU.
cash flows in 2007, the report says. “The
This year, German results are expected to
generally good business conditions, with
slow slightly after a strong 2006 but will
solid demand growth and high capacity utigrow nonetheless.
lization, are expected to continue throughAs the German Chemical Industry Asout 2007,” says Standard & Poor’s (S&P’s)
sociation (VCI) observed in its end-of-year
credit analyst Tobias Mock. “Although
demand growth could soften somewhat
Currency
compared with 2006, credit quality is exAlthough strengthened in 2005, dollar turned down again in 2006
pected to be supported by good operational
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However, the drop in oil prices inevitably cascades down the value chain, S&P
report on the chemical industry’s perforIn 2006, he reported in December, the
notes. This began happening in fourthmance, production is expected to increase
Dutch chemical industry’s sales soared by
quarter 2006, which indicates that speby 2.0% this year over last, while the indus15.0% in comparison with 2005, to reach
cialty chemical producers will soon start to
try’s sales should be up by 2.5%.
nearly $60 billion. “This growth,” Willems
benefit from reduced costs for the petro“That’s not a recession scenario, but one
said, “is the result of a 6.5% increase in
chemicals that are their raw materials.
for growth rates that are below those of the
production output and an 8.5% increase in
Europe has developed into a growth
past two years,” conceded VCI President
selling prices.”
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He attributed the Netherlands’ excellent
he added, does not take into account any
production performance to the upturn in
adjustment costs and loss in sales of the
the economy, a low number of mainteindustry’s customers along the value chain.
nance outages, and the commissioning of
Innovation is already a problem for the
new plants. And the good performance was
chemical industry, worry consultants at
racked up, he added, despite energy costs
Boston-based AMR Research. Technolthat were significantly higher than in 2005.
ogy investments in the European industry
Willems made one cautionary point.
this year will be designed to improve and
With a slight softening of oil prices, “the
enhance manufacturing operations, they
chemical industry is encountering increassay, rather than support the kind of proding difficulty in passing on the higher enuct innovation that fueled growth 20 or 30
ergy costs in selling prices, and this could
years ago.
impose pressure on margins.”
The industry may be forced, however,
In Finland, chemical industry economists
to redirect its investment planning by the
face the problem of reconciling the picture
need to focus and increase R&D spending
that industry managers report with the ecoon innovative products that will substitute
nomic forecasts published by ETLA, a Finnfor less desirable ones under the REACH
ish economic research institute.
regime. That, at least, is the expectation
ETLA has discontinued its quarterly forecasting reports and publishes
Production By Country
forecasts only twice a year, most
Production in France, Spain will buck downward
recently in September 2006. In that
trend in major European countries
report, it forecast Finnish chemical
industry growth of 8.3% in 2006 and
Belgium
of 3.7% in 2007.
Those figures are too high, fret
Finland
economists at Finland’s Chemical
France
Industry Association. During the first
10 months of 2006, the industry’s
Germany
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Italy
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ment of the most important customer
SOURCES: National chemical associations, European Chemical
Industry Council, C&EN estimates
sectors of the Finnish chemical industry.” With the international economic
condition slowing, a growth forecast of
of the European Commission, which last
2–3% might be more realistic, the associayear guided the controversial legislation
tion suggests.
through to completion.
It remains to be seen how the European
chemical industry will be affected by the
Following a vote by the European
advent this June of REACH, the EU’s proParliament on Dec. 13, 2006, to accept a
gram to register, evaluate, and authorize
hard-fought compromise on REACH, and
chemicals.
a vote by the EU Council of Ministers on
As Wenning noted at the VCI conference
Dec. 18, 2006, the regime will enter into
in December, European chemical company
force on June 1, points out Stavros Dimas,
managers estimate that REACH will cost
EU environment commissioner.
their industry more than $5 billion over
“REACH is currently the most ambitious
the next 11 years. Half of that, he explained,
chemicals legislation in the world, and a
will be spent on testing and registration.
marked improvement over the current
The other half will cover substitution of
situation,” Dimas says. “More information
what he described as long-established and
will be available about substances in everywell-tested materials. And the $5 billion,
day products, and it is expected that most
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dangerous substances will be progressively
substituted with safer alternatives. This
will help improve citizens’ health and avoid
environmental damages. REACH will also
encourage innovation in the chemical industry and increase consumer confidence
in their products.”
Over the 11 years, the regulation will
require the registration of some 30,000
chemicals currently in use. It is expected
that the most dangerous among them—
probably about 10%—will be progressively
phased out and replaced by safer substances, Dimas says. REACH will be administered by the European Chemicals Agency
in Helsinki, Finland. Some 100 people are
expected to be on staff when the agency begins operations this spring, and that number will grow to about 400 in 2010.
At the French Union of Chemical
Industry, officials acknowledge the
competitive and regulatory challenges faced by French chemical
companies. Nonetheless, they report,
the industry appears to be experiencing a healthy influx of both public and
private initiatives aimed at boosting
research and innovation.
For example, the Council for the
Strategic Development of the French
Chemical Industry (COSIC) is leading the way to create various projects,
including financing for R&D arising
from a French government scheme to
cultivate competitiveness in industry.
Moreover, COSIC is helping create networks for advanced research
8
programs and is pushing politicians
to favor environmentally friendly
operations.
With REACH in mind, VNCI’s
Willems, for one, has called on the
government in the Netherlands to
establish “a number of preconditions that
need to be met” if the chemical industry is
to maintain its position as a major driving
force behind the Dutch economy in the
future.
Two of his clutch of requests involve
support of innovation in the chemical
industry. For example, he called for the
government and the chemical industry to
invest a combined $1.3 billion during the
coming five years on innovation initiatives.
He also urged the new Dutch government to reduce the administrative and
compliance burdens imposed on entrepreneurs by a streamlining of site and project
inspections and a drastic simplification of
the permits needed for plants to operate. ■

